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BPB Publications, 2008. Softcover. Book Condition: New. First edition. This book is best suited for
team leads who want to jump in to the project management role and as well as for seniors who
want to have a quick revision from project management interview perspective. It starts with basics
of project management fundamentals like ROI, stake holders, MOU, SDLC, CAR, DAR, traceability
matrix and then rises towards more sophisticated questions. Estimation is the most frequented
section during project management interviews. A full chapter with 40 questions is dedicated to
estimation. This chapter covers the most used estimation methodology like COCOMO, LOC, Function
points and Use case points. Many project managers fall out when it comes to answer questions on
schedule management. Full chapter on schedule management covering fundamentals like EST, LFT,
EFT, LST, PERT, GANT and Monte Carto. We are sure by knowing these fundamentals you can not
slip. This book does full justice by dedicating a complete chapter to costing. The costing chapter
covers the most asked fundamentals like Earned value, planned value and Actual cost with some
real examples. Small and sweet chapter on risk management which covers basics like DR and BCP.
CMMI which has evolved as...
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Merely no phrases to describe. It really is rally intriguing throgh reading time. I am happy to tell you that this is basically the greatest book i have go
through in my own lifestyle and might be he greatest book for ever.
-- K a ttie Wunsch-- K a ttie Wunsch

It in a of the most popular ebook. I have got study and i am certain that i am going to likely to read again yet again in the future. I am happy to inform you
that this is actually the greatest ebook i actually have study inside my very own life and might be he best ebook for possibly.
-- Alison Sta nton-- Alison Sta nton
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